Values Inventory

From the list below, select what you see as your six most important values.

Acceptance  Education  Leadership
Access  Empathy  Love
Achievement  Entrepreneurship  Loyalty
Acknowledgment  Equality  Mastery
Adventure  Excellence  Merit
Agility  Expertise  Opportunity
Arts  Fairness  Peace
Beauty  Faith  Personal Growth
Change  Family  Pride
Collaboration  Flexibility  Privacy
Comfort  Freedom  Respect
Commitment  Generosity  Responsibility
Communication  Happiness  Security
Community  Harmony  Self-expression
Compassion  Healing  Self-reliance
Conservation  Honesty  Service
Courage  Humility  Simplicity
Creativity  Independence  Stability
Democracy  Innovation  Stewardship
Dignity  Integrity  Transformation
Diversity  Interdependence  Truth
Joy  Involvement  Wisdom
Justice  Knowledge  Others
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